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Abstract
Four patients attending for the extraction of an impacted lower third molar are reported. The aim of this paper is 
was to describe a technical approach, which facilitates impacted lower third molar extraction, minimizing the ostec-
tomy, thus reducing secondary postoperative manifestations and avoiding possible periodontal defects on the distal 
side of the second mandibular molar. To facilitate the extraction of the crown, roots or the complete molar, a small 
ostectomy in the form of a window can be made in the vestibular cortical, approaching the extraction through the 
resultant mesial space.
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Introduction
Impacted lower third molar extraction can produce post-
operative manifestations such as pain, swelling and trismus 
(1), which depend on a series of factors fundamentally 
related to the difficulty of the surgical procedure involved 
(2) and also to the ostectomy required to extract the molar 
(3). The depth of the impacted mandibular third molar 
is regarded as a predictor of difficulty for the extraction 
(4) influences the time needed for the intervention and 
increases postoperative manifestations (3). 
Furthermore, following third molar extraction, there is a 
risk of creating secondary complications such as a peri-
odontal defect on the distal aspect of the mandibular sec-
ond molar (5), especially if  the impaction is deep (6, 7).
The aim of this article is to report four clinical cases to 
describe a technical approach, which facilitates impacted 
lower third molar extraction, minimizing the ostectomy, 
thus reducing secondary postoperative manifestations and 
avoiding possible periodontal defects on the distal side of 
the second mandibular molar.

Clinical cases 
Four patients attended for the extraction of an impacted 
lower third molar. Patients’ features are shown in Table 
1. 
Mandibular third molar extraction is usually performed 
under local anaesthesia using mandibular block supple-
mented with buccal infiltration. A standard incision is 
made, from the anterior border of the ramus to the disto-
facial corner of the second molar following the buccal 
gingival sulcus along the second molar and a full-thickness 
mucoperiosteal flap is raised, achieving a wide surgical 
field. Bone surrounding the third molar is removed with a 
round bur in a handpiece to free the distal and vestibular 

Patient Gender Age  Pell & Gregory
     1  Male  42      Clase II
     2 Female  21      Clase II
     3   Male  25      Clase II
     4 Female  48      Clase II

Table 1. Patients' feature.
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Fig 1. Vestibular bone window for the extraction of the molar from mesial: a) distal angulation position of the third molar; b) ostectomy 
in the form of a window in the vestibular cortical, to mesially approach the extraction; c) curved roots; d) postoperative panoramic 
radiography.

Fig 2.  Dislodging the roots through the bone window: a) distal angulation position of the third molar; b:) raised mucoperiosteal flap; c) crown 
sectioning and ostectomy in the form of a window in the vestibular cortical; d) dislodging the mesial root through the mesial bone window; e) distal 
root extraction; f) the alveolus is inspected and curettaged for granulation tissue; g) postoperative panoramic radiography.

Fig 3. Vestibular bone window and creation of a bony bridge: a) deep impact third molar; b) raised mucoperiosteal flap and vestibular ostectomy; 
c) extraction through the window; d) vestibular bone window to minimize ostectomy.

Fig 4. Vestibular bone window to minimize the ostectomy: a) mesial angulation position of the third molar; b) ostectomy and creation of 
a bony bridge; c) panoramic radiography after extraction.
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side of the wisdom tooth using a copious amount of saline 
irrigation. Depending on the position, the third molar is 
split using a tungsten fissure bur.
Four patients with impacted lower third molar are re-
ported to explain the bone window technique for the 
extraction of impacted lower third molars. To facilitate 
the extraction of the crown, roots or the complete molar, 
a small ostectomy in the form of a window can be made in 
the vestibular cortical, approaching the extraction through 
the resultant mesial space (Fig.1). It is very important 
not to damage the distal root of the second molar when 
creating the window.
A straight elevator is introduced through the window, 
pushing the mesial root upwards to dislodge it (Fig.2). By 
creating a bony bridge, disto-buccal to the second molar, 
the soft tissue is prevented from collapsing (Fig.3). On 
minimizing the ostectomy and preventing soft tissue col-
lapse the formation of a periodontal pocket in the distal 
root of the second molar is avoided (Fig.4).
The alveolus is inspected and curettaged for granulation 
tissue, followed by copious saline irrigation and comple-
tion with the usual suture procedure. 

Discussion
This technique creates a small bone window that allows 
the extraction of deep impacted third molars. By creating 
a bony bridge disto-buccal of the lower second molar, we 
prevent soft tissue collapse and help to avoid periodontal 
pockets on the second molar distal side. In using this 
technique we intend to minimize the time required for the 
ostectomy, postoperative pain, swelling and trismus, and 
periodontal risks to the second molar.
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